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Can biomarkers solve the problems of diagnosis?

AD is often underdiagnosed
Early symptoms are subtle and not immediately apparent.

AD is often misdiagnosed
It shares some symptoms with other forms of dementia and each 
individual may exhibit different symptoms including:

- behavioural changes
- impaired cognition
- disorientation

Definitive diagnosis
- Brain tissue biopsy (highly invasive!)
- Post-mortem examination



Microscopic pathology

Post-mortem examination is currently the only definitive method to identify 
Alzheimer’s disease

Amyloid-β plaques (indicated by red arrows) are
generally spherical in shape and contain a dense core
(yellow arrows) of amyloid with β-sheet tertiary
structure. (Adapted from Kisilevsky, 1994)

Neurofibrillary tangles in human cerebral
cortex seen as dark fibrous material within
neurons (Adapted from Kisilevsky, 1994)

Congophillic amyloid angiopathy
Is an indication of amyloid deposition in
arterial walls (marked with arrows) when
stained with congo red. (Adapted from
Kisilevsky, 1994)



Biomarkers - The next best option?

What are they?

World Health Organization, UN, International Programme on Chemical
Safety and International Labour Organization definition:

“Any substance, structure, or process that can be measured in the
body, or its products and influence that predict the incidence of
outcome or disease.”

May also include effects of treatments or interventions and unintended
environmental exposure.

Biomarkers Definition Working Group Biomarkers and surrogate endpoints: preferred 
definitions and conceptual framework. Clin Pharmacol Therapeutics. 2001;69:89–95.



Key issues towards establishing the link between a 
measurable biomarker and disease. 

Sensitivity
Can it be used to detect mild or early versions of the disease or condition?
Ie. The probability that a test result will be positive when the disease is present.

Specificity
Can it be used to accurately discriminate between healthy individuals and 
those with the disease or condition? 
Ie. The probability that a test result will be negative when the disease is not 
present.



Of great interest because:

• Blood can be routinely sampled
• Relatively quick
• Few risks
• Larger sample size

Examples of blood protein biomarker research:

Neurodegeneration
Bacioglu M, Maia LF, Preische O, Schelle J, Apel A, Kaeser SA, Schweighauser
M, Eninger T, Lambert M, Pilotto A, Shimshek DR, Neumann U, Kahle PJ, 
Staufenbiel M, Neumann M, Maetzler W, Kuhle J, Jucker M. Neurofilament
Light Chain in Blood and CSF as Marker of Disease Progression in Mouse 
Models and in Neurodegenerative Diseases. Neuron. 2016 Jul 6;91(1):56-66.

Neuroinflammation
Pedrini S, Gupta VB, Hone E, Doecke J, O'Bryant S, James I, Bush AI, Rowe CC, 
Villemagne VL, Ames D, Masters CL, Martins RN; AIBL Research Group. A 
blood-based biomarker panel indicates IL-10 and IL-12/23p40 are jointly 
associated as predictors of β-amyloid load in an AD cohort. Sci Rep. 2017 Oct 
25;7(1):14057.

• Needs further development to obtain 
specific blood protein fingerprint of AD.

• Needs validation for specificity.
• Needs standardisation for clinical use.

• Work is in progress…

Blood based biomarkers



Retinal imaging as a biomarker for AD

- Concept first tested in AD mouse model retinas.
- Needs validation in humans (in progress…)

Correlation level 
with brain Aβ
imaging data?



Image Spectral analysis

- Green line = control signature
- Red line = signature for amyloid deposit

More SS, Vince R. Hyperspectral imaging signatures detect 
amyloidopathy in Alzheimer's mouse retina well before onset of 
cognitive decline. ACS Chem Neurosci. 2015 Feb 18;6(2):306-15.
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Sample hyperspectral retina images

Standard colour

570 nm 485 nm700 nm



Other considerations for potential biomarkers

Is it useful in 
humans?

Limitations

- Measurement method
- Consistency and reproducibility
- Sample availability
- Costs – Time and fundingBiomarkers highlighted by 

in vitro & in vivo research


